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Introduction  
 
The United States is facing an unprecedented strategic challenge. Assumptions about the global 

environment that drove nuclear modernization decisions in 2010 have turned out to be overly 
optimistic. Risks and scenarios previously identified only as possibilities in prior Nuclear 
Posture Reviews (NPRs) are now being realized. More than a dozen years later, the United States 

faces a very different—and deteriorating—strategic environment.   
 
The 2022 NPR outlines a sobering description:  

 
…the international security environment has deteriorated in recent years…Our 
principal competitors continue to expand and diversify their nuclear capabilities… By 

the 2030s, the United States will, for the first time in its history, face two major nuclear 
powers as strategic competitors and potential adversaries.     

 

The NPR notes these threats may require changes in our strategy and forces in the future but 
does not lay out a detailed prescription for what we need to do to ensure a timely response.       
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Global events require U.S. decision makers to evaluate the sufficiency of the currently planned 
nuclear deterrent.  This paper argues for evaluating now whether additional capabilities—

beyond the programs underway—will be needed to ensure deterrence in the future. The United 
States also needs to consider strategic responses to the challenges and drive to its strengths—
technology and innovation, incorporating advances from the non-nuclear community and 

private sector—to prepare to bolster U.S. deterrent capability.     
 

2010 NPR 
 

The current nuclear modernization programs were initiated by the Obama Administration in 
what was seen as a significantly more benign geo-political environment. In a 2009 speech, 
President Obama said “…the United States will take concrete steps towards a world without 

nuclear weapons…”1 The 2010 NPR stated “fundamental changes in the international security 
environment…enable … lower levels and … reduced reliance on nuclear weapons….   Russia 
and the U.S. are no longer adversaries…”2   New START Treaty (NST) ratification efforts were 

underway; the NPR stated that as the parties reduce under NST, the United States “will pursue 
negotiations for deeper reductions…”3 
 

China’s growing nuclear capabilities were also noted—China’s “lack of transparency 
surrounding its nuclear programs…raises questions about China’s future strategic intentions”4 
but were not identified as a driving concern. 

 
The 2010 NPR noted that U.S. existing nuclear weapons systems were aging and required 
replacements in the 2030 timeframe. The current replacement programs, based on the 2010 

environment, are underway across the three legs of the TRIAD “simultaneously” 5 and will 
deliver over the coming decade.  

 
The Obama-proposed modernization programs did generate debate over the design of the new 
COLUMBIA ballistic missile submarine (SSBN).  Each of the 12 new COLUMBIA SSBNs will 

be equipped with 16 missile tubes for D-5 SLBMs; currently, each of the 14 OHIO SSBNs has 
20 missile tubes.6   
 

Gen. Robert Kehler, then-Commander of U.S. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM), testified 
to Congress that a sub design with “Sixteen [tubes] will meet STRATCOM’s requirements.”7 
He added, however, that “the capability differences between a 16 and 20 tube configuration 

would only be relevant in a significantly deteriorated strategic environment.”8  [Emphasis added.] 
 
In other words, 16 missile tubes (on each of the 12 COLUMBIA submarines) was considered 

sufficient for the envisioned future environment. There was little discussion about what a 
“significantly deteriorated environment” might look like; however, it was acknowledged the 
United States might need additional nuclear capabilities if future threats evolved differently.9  
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The 2010 NPR announced retirement of one aging system, the nuclear Tomahawk sea-launched 
cruise missile (TLAM-N), with no replacement. 
 

2018 Nuclear Posture Review 
 
The Trump Administration NPR re-affirmed the Obama modernization programs.10 It noted, 
however, a “rapid” and “dramatic” deterioration of the strategic environment and called for 
additional non-strategic and low yield nuclear capabilities which would “enhance deterrence 

by signaling to potential adversaries that their limited nuclear escalation offers no exploitable 
advantage” and to “provide additional diversity in platforms, range, and survivability, and a 
valuable hedge against future nuclear ‘break out’ scenarios.” 11  It called for: 

• A low-yield SLBM warhead (W76-2) to “ensure a prompt response option that is able 

to penetrate adversary defenses,”12 and    

• A new nuclear-armed sea-launched cruise missile (SLCM-N). 

The 2018 NPR also focused heavily on “hedging,” stating U.S. nuclear forces played a critical 
role in providing “capacity to hedge against an uncertain future.”  It identified different kinds 
of risks—geo-political, technological, operational, and programmatic; geo-political risk, for 

example, included the “expansion of adversary nuclear forces, [and] new alignments among 
adversaries…”13  
 
On programmatic risk, the NPR noted that our legacy systems “may age-out…earlier or more 
precipitously than anticipated.”14  It also noted replacement programs may take longer to 

produce and deploy than expected and cited “a high degree of concurrency and 
synchronization” in the programs.15 Accordingly, it stated that the hedging strategy “requires 
a framework to continually assess risks and threats, identify whether to accept or mitigate the 

risks, and guide development of appropriate and effective solutions.” 16  
 
Finally, the 2018 NPR included a focus on the state of the DoE/National Nuclear Security 

Administration (NNSA) nuclear weapons complex, including the need to produce new 
plutonium pits to address aging of the current stockpile, stating that “The U.S. will pursue… 
the enduring capability and capacity to produce plutonium pits at a rate of no fewer than 80 

pits per year by 2030….”17  
 

2022 NPR 
 
The unclassified 2022 NPR was released in Oct 2022 and notes the “deteriorated”  global 
environment, with our principal competitors expanding and diversifying their nuclear 

capabilities. The NPR notes the changing nuclear threat includes “novel and destabilizing 
systems.”18   
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It stated that China is now “the overall pacing challenge for US defense planning…[and] has 
embarked on an ambitious expansion, modernization, and diversification of its nuclear forces. 

The PRC likely intends to possess at least [emphasis added] 1,000 deliverable warheads by the 
end of the decade.”19  
 

The NPR makes it clear that the United States understands the “evolving” demands of 
deterrence and that we will “maintain a nuclear posture that is responsive to the threats we 
face.”20   

 
The 2022 NPR announced certain programmatic decisions. First, all of the on-going strategic 
modernization programs were supported, as was the need to sustain legacy systems and 

restore the NNSA weapons enterprise.  
 
Second, this NPR cancelled one of the 2018 NPR non-strategic nuclear programs.  While the 

review states that the W76-2 SLBM warhead “provides an important means to deter limited 
nuclear use”21 and would be retained, the SLCM-N program was described as “no longer 
necessary given the deterrence contribution of the W-76-2, uncertainty regarding whether 

SLCM-N on its own would provide leverage to negotiate arms control limits on Russia’s 
NSNW [non-strategic nuclear weapons], and the estimated cost of SLCM-N in light of other 
nuclear modernization programs and defense priorities.”22  

 
Cancellation of SLCM-N has raised controversy, with senior military leaders testifying to 
Congress that it was needed.23 ADM Richard stated “a deterrence and assurance gap exists…”24 

Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin, however, testified that “the marginal capability that [SLCM-
N] provides is far outweighed by the cost” and that the United States has “the ability to provide 
options to the president with a number of means.”25   

 
Third, the 2022 NPR retired the B-83 nuclear gravity bomb, citing “increasing limitations on its 
capabilities and rising maintenance costs.”  It states, “in the near term, we will leverage existing 

capabilities to hold at risk hard and deeply buried targets…and…develop an enduring 
capability for improved defeat of such targets.”26 
 

Fourth, the NPR announced that NNSA will initiate a Production-based Resilience Program 
(PRP) to ensure the nuclear security enterprise is capable of full-scope production. 
 

Finally, the 2022 NPR acknowledges that the emerging two-nuclear peer environment creates 
the need to evaluate geo-political risks and that new capabilities/adjustments may be 
necessary for effective deterrence in the future.  One administration official stated that the 

environment “require[s] continued re-evaluation of the threat and re-evaluation of posture.”27   
In a change from 2018, the 2022 NPR states “hedging against an uncertain future is no longer a 
stated role for our nuclear weapons.”28   
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At the same time, however, the NPR establishes a new strategy to address risks similar to the 

previous hedging strategy:   
 

DoD and NNSA will develop and implement a “Nuclear Deterrent Risk Management 

Strategy” (NDRMS) to identify, prioritize, and recommend actions across the portfolio 
of nuclear programs and monitor the overall health of the nuclear deterrent...  This 
strategy will be informed by ongoing assessment of the security environment and early 

identification of potential risks, with the goal of enhancing senior leader visibility and 
framing options for risk mitigation.29 

 

2022 China Report to Congress 
 
On Nov 29, 2022, DoD released the annual Report to Congress on Military and Security 
Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China.  This report adds to the NPR’s 

characterization of China’s nuclear buildup (”at least 1000 nuclear warheads by 2030”), noting 
they expect China will “likely field a stockpile of about 1500 warheads by…2035…” if they 
continue on the current pace. 30   

 
In addition, DoD indicates China “probably intends to develop new nuclear warheads and 
delivery platforms that at least equal the effectiveness, reliability, and/or survivability of some 

of warheads and delivery platforms currently under development by the United States and/or 
Russia.”31 
 

Recommendations  
 
The Biden Administration’s NPR leaves little room for disagreement that the strategic 

environment has deteriorated.  The 2022 China Report helps clarify how much further it may 
deteriorate if China’s buildup continues on its current trajectory.   
 

The 2022 NPR also states that the administration will continue to evaluate whether changes in 
strategy or posture will be needed.   
 

Given the just in time nature of, and concurrency in, the replacement programs and the time 
and cost to develop additional capabilities, if needed, it is critical to start the dialogue now on 
whether the deterioration in the environment will be significant enough to warrant additional 

capability or other adjustments.”32  Recommended steps along these lines follow:   
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1. Deliver the Baseline and Minimize Transition Risk 
 
First, the United States needs to continue to prioritize the currently fielded strategic systems as 

well as the replacement acquisition programs.  As the 2022 NPR notes,  
 

…While the US nuclear arsenal remains safe, secure, and effective, most nuclear 

deterrent systems are operating beyond their original design life.  Replacement 
programs are on track…, but there is little or no margin between the end of effective life 
of existing systems and the fielding of their replacements.33  

 
DoD needs to ensure the replacement programs deliver on time and on budget. This should 
include helping industry recruit and retain the highest quality workforce on these programs 

and apply effective management tools to ensure strong supply chains and timely information 
flow for emerging issues.   
 

The new risk management strategy should include a sustained and effective senior-level forum 
to monitor the health of both sustainment and acquisition programs and to identify, develop, 
cost, and track implementable, time-phased risk mitigation options to give to leadership when 

issues arise (e.g., if an acquisition program schedule slips).  34    
 
Some schedule risk will likely be realized.  For example, Rear Admiral Pappano has noted the 

limited schedule margin in the COLUMBIA program35 and the possibility of needing limited 
life extensions for a small number of OHIO SSBNs.36   
 

The inclusion of NNSA in the risk mitigation strategy is critical since risks in the weapons 
program also affect delivery of the modernized deterrent.  NNSA Administrator Jill Hruby said 
recently “this is the most demanding moment in the history of our nation’s nuclear enterprise 

since the Manhattan Project” and NNSA is “recapitalizing our physical infrastructure to enable 
the execution of five weapons modernization and life extension programs.”37 

For example, NNSA recently stated the goal of “50 plutonium pits per year by 2030” at the 

Savannah River Plutonium Processing Facility would not be achievable until sometime 
between 2032-2035 and that this may require DoD to reuse existing pits, or change the warhead 
delivery rates, and may have implications for our ability to respond to future changes in the 

threat.38   
 
The risk mitigation strategy should also include the critical enabling capabilities needed for the 

deterrent (e.g., nuclear command, control, and communications (NC3) systems, non-nuclear 
components, refueling tankers, supporting infrastructure, etc.), and R&D to remain well ahead 
of threats.39  
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Finally, Congress needs to be an active partner in execution of this strategy so that they are 
prepared to support and fund any mitigation steps.  

 

2. Assess Evolving Threat Risk 
 
Given the increasing threat, we should begin the analysis now on whether additional capability 

will be needed, or put on a warm standby, to address the evolving future environment.     
 
The complexities of these changes, and in particular of a two-peer nuclear environment, could 

have broad and significant implications for our national security and warrants a 
comprehensive re-look at our nuclear strategy and posture requirements.  This should include 
modelling and simulation of the potential environments, sufficiency of the programs of record, 

requirements for non-strategic nuclear forces, and any adjustments that may strengthen 
deterrence.   
This could lead to a need for force posture adjustments, new capabilities, increased quantities, 

and/or acceleration of schedules for programs already in the pipeline.  It is possible this 
analysis will identify a requirement for a secure second strike response capability for two 
adversaries40 and/or a need for larger numbers of deployed warheads.41   

 
Pursuit of such options, however, could take time and be hampered by capacity constraints in 
the enterprise; in-depth evaluation of future requirements should therefore be undertaken 

now.   
 
This needs to consider our broader national security strategy, technological advances which 

could affect these issues, and a willingness to revisit prior strategic lessons learned.42 
 

Finally, these reviews should also consider next steps in arms control.  While it is difficult to 
see a scenario anytime soon for agreement with Russia given events in Ukraine, the NPR states 
the U.S. is “placing renewed emphasis on arms control…” and is “ready to expeditiously 

negotiate a new arms control framework to replace NST when it expires in 2026, although 
negotiations require a willing partner operating in good faith.”43    
 

Even if a good faith partner materializes, it is not clear what objectives, if any, the United States 
should pursue with only Russia.  The NPR recognizes that China’s nuclear buildup—which 
could approach the NST 1,550 ceiling—“must factor…into our arms control and risk reduction 

approaches with Russia.”44    
 
Given the expiration of the New START Treaty in 2026, the United States should identify post-

NST objectives now.  This should include a net assessment of (1) how Russia (or the United 
States) could exploit the absence of NST-like limits when it expires; (2) if, and when, additional 
weapons might be needed (e.g., above NST 1550 limit?); (3) the implications of entering any 
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new agreement (even if just politically binding) that constrains the United States while China 
visibly builds to a force of ~1500 warheads; and (4) identification of measures that could 

strengthen strategic stability in light of adversary developments on new kinds of delivery 
systems.  
 

3. Signal Strategic Commitment 
 
The United States must make clear it will engage and prevail against the challenges from Russia 

and China and try to convince them to change course. The United States needs to show that, 
just as in the Cold War, it will invest and innovate as necessary to ensure that they will not 
prevail. 

 
Some programmatic signals could include:    

1. Strengthen NNSA weapons production complex commitments, including making 

Plutonium Pit Production a national priority.       

2. Expand/strengthen submarine production and maintenance capability. This could 
reduce risk in COLUMBIA (“supply chain fragility”) or allow completion of the 12-

boat program early. It could also support attack submarine programs, possibly 
increasing other long-range strike capabilities.   

3. Strengthen strategic missile production capacity (large solid rocket motors, radiation 

hardened micro-electronics, re-entry systems, cruise missiles), with a focus on 
modularity, adaptability, and R&D programs that could be incorporated as needed to 
outpace the threat. 

4. Reinvigorate R&D on future kinds of strategic deterrent systems.  

5. Prioritize long-range non-nuclear strike systems/capabilities, including hypersonics, 
that could have strategic affects, (hold the right targets at risk from distance in 

sufficient quantities to support the integrated deterrence calculation).  
 

Conclusion 
 

It is clear that we are being challenged by Russia and China with a focus on nuclear weapons. 
The United States needs to demonstrate a “national commitment” to meet this challenge, 

including fresh thinking on how to apply American strengths.  
 
There are numerous technical, fiscal, and other issues that may make it difficult to accomplish 

what is proposed here. But to meet this challenge, we must change the bureaucratic “business 
as usual” mindset to one that focuses on the importance and urgency of the task at hand.  
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Finally, this has to be a bipartisan effort. The only way to convince our adversaries of U.S. 
seriousness is to maintain a strong bipartisan consensus on any force modifications, or arms 

control proposals—or both—which may be needed to ensure deterrence in the future. 
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